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Executive summary
In order to ensure a proper functioning process of an organization, management needs to think
mainly its operational process and arrange strategic decisions regarding the success of the
organization. Since the concept of operational management differs from product to product and
company to company, management need to filter the operational management concept which
is suitable to their Company. In this report, it elaborates the concept of operational process
which relating to the Swarnamahal Jewelers Limited, further report illustrates the key
operational concepts in the business such as product development process, planning of an
effective location, layout planning, people management process, the process of production
scheduling etc. Every concept is linked with nature timing and scope of the above said process
and their linkage of main business process. The report illustrates the impact of business process
re-engineering, enterprise resource planning process and information technology in relating to
the business improvements and operational process. In order to get a clear understanding of
key process and improvement area, the report illustrates it through a graphically and with
relevant tables. Further report has explained the capacity management and flexibility of
operational process in order to manage the demand and supply conditions.
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Introduction of Swarnamahal Jewellers Limited
Swarnamahal Jewellers Limited is a limited entity which 100% owned by the ETI and currently
Company is the market leader in manufacturing and selling the jewelry items and gem items in
the Sri Lankan market. Among of competitors such as Colombo Jewelry, Raja Jewelry,
Nimalka, Nithykalyani the Company competes more effectively could be able to grab more
market share in this industry. Craftsmen manufactured different jewelry items which link with
modern fashion styles. Main article categories are the pendent, chains, neckless and rings and
management time to time update the fashion styles and craftsmen design them according to the
fashion trends. There are around 300 employees are directly employee of the Company and it
has 15 island wide branch network as well. (Swarnamahal Jewellers Limited,Annual
Report,2015/16)
There are lots of factors which lead to Company uphold as a market leader in the jewelry
industry among of them, right direction and supervision, right decision making process, the
commitment of the employees, expertise and knowledge of the industry, brand loyalty of the
customer's mind are much more important. Since the main target market is high and middle
income earners, management always tries to enhance the customer service in branches, for that
purpose, it allocated separate designers to each location to provide a customer service to design
a good article which matching the customer requirement. Due to elasticity demand condition,
most of the branches are located in the city areas and especially in western province.
Management has built an efficient transport system to ensure a good inventory management
therefore if one branch does not have an article which demand by a customer they have the
ability to demand it from the nearest branch. In order to ensure a proper supply chain
management, management has made a good relationship with pawning centers to buy
unredeemed pawning articles from them to a lower cost it can lead to have a cost leadership in
the industry. Management appointed a quality checker in the production plant and they are
responsible for the quality of the jewelry article produce and they check the alloy addition to
the articles as well. The company maintains a workshop which having 60 craftsmen.
Management has been with the idea of the Company can only increase their revenue through a
proper operational process in the Company therefore there are several critical decisions have
taken by the management in relation to the operational process and it can be illustrated as
follows. (Swarnamahal Jewellers Limited,Annual Report,2015/16)
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01. Critical Decision Points
a. Product development process
Product development is more critical in respect to the sales of the Company. Due to have a
elasticity demand condition and changes of fashion conditions, management need to have
looked at in the changes of the market and design articles according to that changes. In order
to maintain the market leadership of the Company, management need to have developed their
products according to the customer requirements. (Demaree & Rolf, 2012) There are three
strategies that can be used to develop any of the product in any of the industries. Those
strategies are self-service process, personnel politeness and production line. In the aspect of the
Company, it is more important to do the product development through using the two methods
called product line method and self-service process. Since the investment for the product
manufacturing is too high, management need to evaluate the product turnover therefore time
to time, company evaluates the market nature and product turnover to decide the main products
that can be produced and sell more effectively. Chain, year stud, neckless are the main
categories of articles that can easily sell in the market place, therefore those articles are
produced in regular production line and give to branches. For the purpose of deciding the design
and article category to produce, management does a survey through social media, the customer
response level at branch level, secondary data, competitor details, etc. employee development
is also done by the company because employee development also can increase the product
development strategies and face more effectively to the market. Therefore, there are several
workshop and training sessions are organized by the management with the help of professionals
and industry expert regarding the jewelry article manufacturing. These programs are more
effective to ensure an upgrade of knowledge of the employees and secure a proper market
behavior to ensure the market leadership of the Company. Producing right product to the right
customer is also much important for the product development concept and it will lead to
increase the brand awareness and loyalty in the customer's mind. Therefore, evaluating the
customer behavior and preferences are more powerful tool to decide the article to be produced.
Ear Stud article: main target market for the ear stud is children in different cultures such as
Buddhist, Hindu, Islam, therefore company produces ear studs which reflect their religion and
also company produces ear stud which suitable for year 18-22 through using the pure gold and
ensuring durability.
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Another main article which has more sales in the company is neckless, main target market is
the women and most of the branches have a separate designer to draw a suitable design for a
woman. Different neckless designs are designed based on the current fashion trends. Shining
and durability is the most critical factors for the neckless therefore product development is a
kind of value addition process for the customer since through product development it helps to
fulfill the customer requirements.
As per the above, it can be noted that management has always tried to increase the customer
value addition, through product development and main tool to use in the process of value
addition are customer behavior evaluation, appointed expert designers and help training
program to upgrade the craftsmen to produce a better product. (Greasley,2011)

b. Location strategy
In order to sustain in the marketplace, any of the company need to locate their business
organization in the right place, therefore location strategy is much important for any of the
company to make better sales. Since the Jewelry industry, is mainly target of high and middle
level income people, companies are trying to locate their branches in urban areas or city areas
because most of the higher income people are living in the city areas. Currently the company
has 15 branches in urban areas and all of them are belong to three provinces such as western,
central and Southern. Therefore, management now current concern of the expansion project,
which covered the north and east provinces and north central province. Further, it plans to open
a new branch in Bangladesh in order to ensure the sustainability business growth of the
Company. Since most of the Tamils and Muslims are preferred to gold articles North and East
provinces may have a better market opportunity to increase the customer base as well.

c. Layout planning
Layout planning is a much important concept in order to ensure an effective and efficient
operational process of the Company. There are two main layout planning process called
physical payout planning process and workflow planning process. The work flow planning
process may lead to have a smooth operating process and ensure a better communication among
the employees. Personnel management, increase the commitment, achievement of the
objectives of the Company, for better expansion planning process, workflow planning method
is more critical. This helps to crease a better pipeline process to ensure the effectiveness of the
day to day operations of the Company. The physical layout planning process may lead to have
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a better branch arrangement and make customer attractiveness to the Company. Arranging of
articles in a suitable place, make a peaceful environment in the branch, secure the security of
the branch and articles, equipment used in the branches to selling process are some of the
factors which need to be more concern in the process of operational activities and deciding a
better layout arrangement. (Demaree & Rolf, 2012)

d. Human resource management and job design
Since the company target of the higher and middle income level people it needs to be more
concern on the hospitalize service and cleanliness of the branch. This also may lead to make
attractiveness to the branch and customers build up a good image on the Company as well.
Human resource management helps organizations to create more committed and effective
workforce in order to achieve organizational objectives in a given time frame. Therefore,
management of the SMJ has more concern on the human resource management and implement
an effective personnel management process in order to facilitate a better operational process.
Recruitment is done through using both internal and external recruitment processes. Since the
Company is targeting on the higher and middle income people, management need to ensure a
proper customer service in their branch network, therefore human resource management has a
critical role to train employees to give an effective and efficient service to the customers and
win their attractiveness. Therefore, it can be noted that the Company can earn more revenue
and achieve the performance through a better customer service and train employees to cater a
quality customer service. Management always believe, if the workforce of the Company is
motivated and more committed to their work, then the company can easily add value to their
customer and increase the revenue and performance of the company as well. Employee
development are done by the Company through arranging a training program. Mentoring,
grooming programs are arranged for the front end employees and craftsmen get training from
industry expert and gain the knowledge to do their operational work in an effective way.
Allocate an effective job description for employees is another factor to consider by the
management in day to day activities. Because if an employee gets a specific job responsibilities
and power then they can easily move into that job and perform their duties towards the success
of an organization. Management delegate a proper job description and power to all of the
employees and ensure a better employee relationship. Grievance handing, employee
development, rewards and performance appraisal are also done in an effective manner and take
decisions by focusing on the employee welfare. Human resource management tries to achieve
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work life balance of the employees through an effective collaboration procedure between
employee and management, sports day, annual trip and get together part are organized by the
management in order to ensure a proper relationship with employees. (Greasley,2011)

e. Scheduling of operations
Forward scheduling and backward scheduling are the main two types of scheduling in any of
the organization. Schedule the articles production needs in the upcoming months and allocate
relevant resources according to that is called as backward scheduling and considering the
available resources and plan the production schedule is called as forward scheduling.
According to the nature of the production and demand patters for the company article.
Backward scheduling is more appropriate for the peak season because management can
determine the resource need to ensure demand conditions of the Company in peak season. The
forward scheduling process is more important in the off peak season to determine the
operational plan for the demanding conditions. In the manufacturing plant, management use
two separate scheduling processes, if the article is ordered by a branch, then production
manager use normal production process and allocate it to a normal craftsman to do it. If an
article ordered by a customer, then management gives that order to the most experienced
craftsmen who can produce that article according to pre specified instructions of the customer.

02. Short Notes & Business Processes
Section 01
I.

Business process re-engineering

In order to change the operational process in the kind of dramatic nature, then business process
re-engineering is more important. Main expected improvements can be expected from the
business process re-engineering are reduced cycle time, reduce wastages, increase the
productivity of the manufacturing process, etc. As per the above, it can be noted that there are
eight steps in the business process re-engineering concept. These aspects can be illustrated as
follows.
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Figure 1 - Business process re-engineering

Identify objectives and vision of the Company.
Management needs to identify the objectives with regard to the business process reengineering. Because those objectives need to be linked with vision of the Company. Setting
the objectives to be achieved in the operational process is much important for the business
process re-engineering because it provides a basis of improvements need. If management able
to establish a clear vision, then it more facilitated to other employees to motivate and adjusting
their job description to achieve the expected results of the process. (Greasley,2011)
Understanding the existing process.
In order to change the business process to match with the vision and objectives of the Company,
management need to get a clear understanding of the existing business processes of the
organization. Then only they can achieve a better business process re-engineering in the
operational side. For the purpose of getting a clear understanding of the existing process,
management need to have do an observation, interview with front people, collection of
secondary data from trusted sources. Then management can clearly identify the need for
improvements in the existing process.
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Identify the process for re-design
After getting a clear picture of the current business practices and improved points, then
management can think of the weaknesses area to overcome and improvement points. Then
redesign or introduce new processes for the operational activities which make smooth the
operations and facilitate to add value to customers. In the process of redesign and introducing
new processes, management need to address the resistance of the employees to new system,
therefore management need to establish a proper sound communication process and
communicate the advantages that the employees. It can act to freeze the new processes in the
mind of employees as well. (Demaree & Rolf, 2012)
Determine the change drivers.
Identify the relevant change person can lead to overcome the resistance to change to the new
system. Communicate the responsibility and power of the relevant persons in relation to
implement the new processes are much important. Change person can have a power to
implement this change and they can act a role model for the organizational re-engineering
process. (Greasley,2011)

Please Contact assignment.lk for more information &
100% Non-Plagiarized Assignments
Implement the new defined processes.
After defining roles and responsibilities to the employees then management can implement the
new introduces process in the organizational context, then it can be frozen in the employee
mind. If employees need special training or knowledge relating to the change, then organization
can provide these trainings and upgrade the knowledge of the employees. In the process of
implementation, management can use brainstorming sessions to identify the operational
problems of the new processes as well as it may can use to overcome the issues and ensure a
smooth operational process in the organization.
Happen the new processes in active mode.
After implementation of the new introduce business processes, management need to freeze the
processes in the employee’s mind and make it happen continuously. For this purpose,
management need to evaluate time to time the progress and need to create a sound
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communication process as well. Then management can get a clear picture on the progress in
the established processes.

Evaluation of the introduced process.
In order to ensure the success of the implemented process, management needs to have looked
into the process and evaluate the strength and weakness areas in an effective manner. If the
evaluation noted the weak areas, then management can improve it to overcome the weak areas
and increase the strengths ones.
Ongoing improvement of the process and change accordingly.
The business environment is changed time to time, therefore organizational operation process
also need to change accordingly. It may really helpful to ensure a sustainable business
environment. Therefore, management need to monitor time to time the process and need to
make changes in the system as well. (Demaree & Rolf, 2012)

II.

Enterprise resource planning

Figure 2 - Enterprise resource planning

Current business environment is a complex one and management need to get quick decisions
in relation to the operational process. Since there are lots of operational functions operate in an
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organization such as human resource, information technology, finance, manufacturing and
operation, marketing etc management need to integrate all the activities of the above said
functions into one area and need to carefully evaluate the progress and value additions to the
operational activities. In order to integrate all the above said functions, management use
enterprise resource planning process. There are more extensive techniques are available to ERP
systems such as SAP, ORACLE and ACCSOFT etc for the effective integration process. In the
SMJ it uses the SAP system to integrate their functional activities in an effective manner.
Therefore, it can use to generate management information to making managerial decisions in
the changing business environment. (McLachlin, 2010)
Since the integration of all the operational activities, management can use the SAP for making
decisions. From purchase requisition to payment and issue to the consumption, management
can use SAP. If the gold want from the manufacturing plant then respective department has
sent a purchase requisition and it's approved by the purchasing manager and send a purchase
order to the respective vendor then after good received to the front, procurement manager issue
a good receive notes to the system then in the process of payment, the finance department can
pay based on the good receive notes and also can clear the vendor payable through the system.
In the process of manufacturing store keeper issue good issue notes and ensure a proper
inventory management as well. Finance aspect also ERP system is a more facilitated system
because finance department can run a vendor report debtor aging report to make relevant
decisions. The finance department can run a separate report to understand the fixed asset
position and financial performance also can evaluate through the system. The human resource
department also can use the SAP system and it can use to prepare the payroll as well as maintain
an employee database in the SAP system.
The main advantage of the ERP system is it has the ability to generate the managerial reports
and make the quick market decision to ensure the business sustainability. The ERP system is
more important to ensure the transparency of the accounting system and ensure a proper
operational process of the Company. (Greasley,2011)
III.

Role of the information technology in the event of improvement of the
processes.

Since the today business driven by the information technology, management of the
Swarnamahal Jewellers limited need to put more focus on the information technology in the
improvement of the operational processes. Today business sustainability is mainly depended
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on the competitive advantages of the company used in the market place, therefore management
needs to use this information technology in order to create the competitive advantages. In the
areas of designing the new design of the articles, digital marketing process, company can use
the information technology and improve the sales and company performance. Information
technology can use to manage the explicit knowledge as well. The company can handle more
number of data and information in different databases and take management decisions. As such
company can use the technology to generate different kinds of reports for the decision purpose.
For use of ERP systems, the company needs to integrate the business processes with new
technology, therefore technology can use to upgrade the new processes or workflows and
reduce the cycle time. (McLachlin, 2010)

Section 02
IV.

Main Business Processes

Section in this report illustrate the different processes which relating to different functional
areas such as marketing, human resources, procurement and finance etc. thorough washing of
tables and graphs it can clearly illustrate the workflow and can determine the weakest areas in
the system to recommend the processes. Following are the main processes that can appear in
the Swarnamahal Jewelers and improvement points to upgrade the system to a better service.
Marketing and publicity process
The marketing team is the main functional team that gets the responsibility to make sales of
the company and increase the customer base. Further, they want to build up brand awareness
and loyalty in the customer's mind through a proper value delivering process relating to the
brand. The company currently moving to digital marketing and try to increase the sales and
doing promotional campaign and efficient advertising programs to increase the brand
awareness and loyalty. Following flow chart has illustrated the marketing process of the
Company and improvement points to a better service. (Greasley,2011)
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Decide the product, price,
and place and promotion
method initially with product
team

Decide the price tactic used in the
market place in order to convince the
customer.

Determine the final product to be release to such
decided price level.

After releasing the produce then use the promotional
methods to attract customers.

Evaluate
the
effectiveness of the
promotional campaign
and price strategy then
do the change.

Figure 3 - Marketing and publicity process

As per the above marketing process it can be noted that the management of the Company only
concern about the price, place, promotion and product specification in their marketing process
and not concern on the people, market and technology in the process of deciding the marketing
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strategy. Firstly, management decides the price and product specification of the target product
then decide the promotional program to make awareness in the customer's mind. Main
indicators use to evaluate the marketing effectiveness are the number of customer complaints,
the number of article sales, number of customer arrival per day etc.
There are two main departments in the company to do the marketing process called production
department and publicity department. Production department designs several kinds of articles
and give it to the marketing department, then select the best designs which matching with
current market trends and give approval to produce. After production of the article then
marketing manager decides the price and promotional campaign for specifying article. In order
to overcome the issues in the marketing process, following suggestions can be highlighted.
-

In the process of deciding the price of the product in the marketplace marketing team
can get service from the finance department and do a cost benefit analysis and profit
can make through these sales. In current practice, there is no rational process to deice
the price and marketing team cannot ensure the amount of profit that can be gained
from the new products.

-

The company gives sale commission to the front sales person and currently it doesn't
match with company monthly target therefore in sometimes, sales persons get
commission even monthly company target was not achieved.

V.

Purchasing process of the Company

Supply chain management and procurement process is a much important factor of any
Company. In the SMJ is also more focus on the supply chain management. Since the price of
the raw material for making jewelry items has a more impact on the sales and article price,
company need to ensure a proper procurement process as well as make a lower cost in the
production process. Following table depicts the procurement process of the Swarnamahal
Jewellers Limited.

Description

Production Purchasing Finance Information
Tech

Raised the purchase requisition

√

after checking the inventory level.
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√

Get the recommendation for the

√

requisition
√

Check the available gold prices in
both local and foreign suppliers.

√

Select a lowest price to purchase the
gold
After received of gold issue the GRN

√

Check the quality of the gold and √
convert it to 22 K gold
Get the final invoice and pay to

√

suppliers.
√

Update the general ledger
Table 1 - Purchasing process of the Company

Following are the main improvement points can be recommended to enhance the procurement
process of the Swarnamahal Jewellers Limited.
-

Currently company does not create a relationship with the pawning system to purchase
unredeemed articles at a lower cost.

-

Company need to create strong relationship with direct importers of gold to purchase
gold to a lower cost and create a cost leadership in the industry.

-

VI.

Sales process of the Company

Following chart illustrates the customer order delivering process of the SMJ, company
produces an article in two ways called branch order or customer order. Following is the process
of customer order.

Customer arrival
to the branch

Sales person speak with
customer and understand
their requirement
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Check the availability of
the article which search by
the customer

After checking the available
article then customer decide
whether order a new article or
purchase

If customer want a new article
then submit an order to head
office

If customer want existing
article then buy it

After cash receipt update
the GL and inventory
system

Produce the new article and
deliver to the customer.
Update the GL and
inventory system
Figure 4 - Purchasing process of the Company

As per the above work chart, it can be noted that customer can buy jewelry items in two ways
such as if they satisfy the existing article then they buy it or if they not satisfy then they can
order a new article with new design. The designer will assist customer to design a proper article
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which match with current market trends. This is a new value added processing of the jewelry
industry. After selling in any of the two ways sales person need to update the general ledger
and inventory system to reconcile the jewelry inventory. Following improvements can be noted
in this process. (Demaree & Rolf, 2012)
-

Management do not reconcile the gold, jewelry and gem inventory daily wise between
front end and SAP system, therefore in sometimes management get wrong information
from the SAP system to make managerial decisions.

-

Some of the branches do not have a front end system and they raised manual invoices
therefore there is a risk of frauds and missing of inventories.

-

Lack of coordination between the branches will have an adverse impact on the sales of
the company. Due to loss of sale commission, some of the branches do not like to share
their jewelry article with other branches.

03. Capacity management of the Company
a. Flexibility of the operations strategy
Capacity management mean the ability of the Company to match their product supply with
market demand. In order to ensure the effective and efficient operational process of the
company and assure the supply of product according to the demand of the products,
management need to concern on the supply of physical resources and human resources to
manufacture the jewelry articles. Expansion program and optimization of resource utilization
are the main strategies that can be implemented by the management in the event of miss
matched customer demand and resource supply because if company do not satisfy the customer
demand then it has an adverse impact on the industrial survival. The following strategies are
the main tactics used by the management to match the demand and supply of the Company.

b. tactics to match the capacity with demand

In order to match the demand and supply conditions in the market, management of the company
divides its operational process into two parts called peak seasonal operations and off peak
seasonal operation. Therefore, strategies used for managing the inventory and production
process are differed from off peak to peak season. There are five months are considered as peak
season such as April, May, June, July and December. In these months’ company hires
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additional craftsmen in to the company and try to design an effective product category in the
workshop. Further company imports some of the jewelry items and gem items for sales in that
period as well. In the peak season branched are open for additional hours and company pay
overtime and incentives to work additional hours. In the off peak season management do not
use the above strategies and use the backwards product development strategy to meet the
customer demand. Management of the Company ensures through all of the above process, the
quality of the product with durability and better customer service. The following strategies in
the peak season will help to the company to maintain the proper matching process between the
demand and supply of the Company. (Demaree & Rolf, 2012)
-

Evaluate the customer comments on the product and customer service of the company
to identify the improvement areas in the operational process. It can be done through
social media and customer evaluation form.

-

Protect the Company brand name form illegal trade practices which use the company
brand name. Through getting trade mark, then management can ensure the protection
of the company brand name.

-

Arrange an effective training sessions to upgrade the knowledge and experience of the
existing employees. It may lead to add value to the customers and increase the sales of
the company.

-

Prepare a fair incentive scheme and commission program to increase the employee
commitment and motivation towards the working environment.

-

Increase the price of the jewelry article in the peak seasons to manage the supply and
demand conditions.

Commission to give the employees who introduce new corporate customers and introduce
loyalty card service are the main strategies that can be implemented in the off peak season.

c. Business expansion program
Since the lower cost of gold, there are more new competitors entered into the market and
compete through several strategies. Therefore, currently management consider about the
expansion program of the company and plan to open new branches in several provinces as well
as in Bangladesh. Since the most of the Tamil people who prefer to the jewelry articles are
centered in the North and East provinces, the company now planning to open new branches in
the North and East provinces. Further, in the central province also considered as a new market
to the jewelry and in the process of open new branches in Katugastota, Hatton and Gampola.
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Further company sign agreements with the Swarnamahal Financial Service and ETI to purchase
their unredeemed articles at a lower cost to make cost leadership of the industry. Due to act in
the industry for a long time, company has a brand loyalty and could create a good image in the
customer's mind as well. Enter into the foreign market is another strategy that the company has
in their expansion strategy, therefore company try to establish their first foreign branch in
Bangladesh in the next year.

d. Complimentary demand for the optimal usage of the organizational resources
Complimentary demand is called when a demand of one product has an impact on the demand
of another product. In the Jewelry industry complimentary demand of the gold is a gem. If the
jewelry demand is high, then demand for the game also increase, therefore Company sell gem
in their branch as well and establish a proper inventory management for the gem and supply
chain management for the gem as well. Used jewelry article also can get in the process of
selling the article, therefore company can get articles with quality gold to a lower cost and can
use to make another article as well. Most of the Jewelry Company now uses this strategy to
obtain jewelry articles to set off the selling price and make production cost lower and increase
the profit margin. (Greasley,2011)
Employees of the Company also can play a critical role in the process of selling the gem in
relation with jewelry articles and purchase used jewelry articles to a lower cost from the
Customers. Through a proper training and development program, management can upgrade the
knowledge and skills of the current employees to increase the gem sales and increase the
purchase used jewelry articles for a lower cost.

Task 4
a. Supply chain management
Supply chain management ensures a timely delivering of the inventory and maintain a better
relationship with raw material suppliers. The ultimate objective of the all of them is to produce
the right product and deliver it on time to the right customers. Therefore, any of the company
need to more concern on the supply chain management and the need to ensure timely receipt
of the inventory to the production plant. In the importation process, there are several issues
comes to the company and especially for the clearance process therefore supply chain
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management need to have a proper process to ensure a timely receipt of the raw material and
the jewelry article into the branch level as soon as possible.

b. Quality management
Management highly believes that the company only increases its sales and performance
through higher product quality, better customer service, therefore company has been more
concern about the product quality in the manufacturing stage as well as in the branch stage. In
the manufacturing stage there is a quality checkers and they issue a quality certificate to each
article and review it by the production manager. Further, in order to convert 24 gold into 22
gold management mix alloy and it is also under the supervision of the quality checker.

c. Knowledge management and innovation management
There are two types of knowledge that need to manage by the management called tacit
knowledge and explicit knowledge, tacit knowledge is coming from the experience and
knowledge of employees, therefore management appoint department heads and motivate
employees to share their experience and knowledge with each other. The company has created
a separate culture in the branch level and production level in order to share the knowledge and
experience. In order to manage the explicit knowledge management, use the SAP system and
store more data in the data base therefore losing of explicit knowledge is lower in the current
practice. Innovation management is also much important for the company in order to ensure
the competitive advantages in the marketplace. Time to time management to evaluate the
current market trends and decide the new article designs, then Company need to look into the
marketing process to ensure the customer attractiveness through building the brand awareness.

d. Inventory management
The company has three main types of the inventors called a gem, gold and jewelry. Since the
value of the inventory is high management need to make increase the inventory turnover in an
effective manner. The company currently uses a separate system to make sure a proper
inventory process in the Company and the inventory manager weekly wise provide a report on
the movement of the inventory to make managerial decisions. Since the 22 gold is the best raw
material, production plant has convert purchased 24 gold in to 22 gold by mixing the alloy,
therefore management ensure a proper ratio of the alloy will use to the conversion process. In
the branch level also inventory management process is implemented and use jewelry boxes and
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cabins to keep the articles securely and try to ensure the shining of the article without any
damage.

e. Customer service management
Since the company target on the higher and middle income level people, management need to
concern on quality customer service. Because if the customer service is not much interest, then
higher income and middle income level people will not buy any articles therefore respect to
customers, act with integrity are the main principal in the customer service process of the
Company. In order to give a proper customer service management, arrange training programs
such as mentoring programs and grooming programs. Customer supportive culture is more
valuable to the Company in order to increase the brand loyalty and add value to the customer
to select a best article to their requirements.

Conclusion and recommendation
The report is mainly concern on the operational process of the Swarnamahal Jewellers Limited
operational process and do a detail analysis of the functional process to identify the weaknesses
in the functional areas. Marketing process, procurement process and selling process are the
main process, evaluate by the report and identify the management need to ensure the financial
involvement in the process of deciding the price of the product then create a relationship with
pawning centers to buy unredeemed articles to a lower cost. As such report further recommend
that the company need to ensure a proper enterprise resource planning system to facilitate their
operational process and generate different reports to make managerial decisions. Increase the
customer service through arranging grooming, training and communication training, welcome
to innovative ideas and its manage the innovations of the company also have a better impact
on the ensure a proper operational process of the SMJ to maintain the industry leadership.
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